
Thank you for choosing Moto Pro Works for you decals!

INSTRUCTIONS FOR INTAKE DECALS FOR KTM 790 DUKE

SOME SMALL TIPS AND THINGS TO LOOK OUT FOR:
Make sure you measure and place the decals first prior to taking off the backing paper.

(If it helps, try peeling, cuting or gently tearing off a small piece of the backing paper after aligning it
and stick the vinyl on a little bit at a time.)

Be aware that the vinyl is a thin premium vinyl and as such can stretch - especielly if worked with
over and over again (in the event of mis-alignment and lifting off) and this can and will cause misfit.

Our tip to make an easy installation is to start with the bottom piece and then align the top piece with
the rear side since this is wider. If over stretched in the front this can be trimmed carefully with a scissor

or cutting knife.

1. Make sure to properly clean the surface are, make sure no grease, stains or dirt is present and if
possible use propanol/alchohol to eliminate any fat/grease or previously used detergents.
This will help ensure the best adhesive grip on you new decals.

2. In which order you mount the 2 pieces is optional but our recomendation is to start with the bottom
one first and with the help of masking tape put it in place and align it. Without removing the backing 
please make sure it curves correctly and once positioned right, tape it down, again with masking tape
since this will not damage the vinyl.

3. Take the second piece of vinyl (preferably the top part) and with the same technique as above with 
masking tape, place it and align so the edges of the individual vinyl meet.
Your new decal is precision cut to match edge to edge but in order to do so, please take your time to
make sure meet just right.

NOTE: As always with vinyl it is a soft material and it can stretch so proceed with caution when applying
so not to over-stretch it as this might adjust the length and fit.

4. Once taped up, start by removing the backing paper - our recomendation is to start by removing half
the backing paper and gently tear or cut it off (NOT the vinyl!) and with your finger or thumb and gentle
pressure put the vinyl in place. Proceed to do the same with the second part and make sure the ends
meet and align.

5. Let your new decal get comfortable in its new home and if possible let rest for 24 hours since this
will make the adhesive more permanent and grip tighter. Enjoy the ride!


